scooter
bike
ride horse
roller skate
skateboard
swing
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swimming
kayak
canoe
motor boat
sailing
jet ski
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bowling
apple picking
basketball
baseball
trampoline
go for a walk
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play catch
ride in the car
ride the bus
ride the train
ball pit
Legos
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color

puzzle

play with trains

read

listen to music

iPad
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computer

watch TV

walk dog

yoga
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Watch TV
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DC Snowstorm Feb: Al Jazeera English
iPad: FHKE
Me in Marco’s ball pit: Becky Stern
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Playing Catch: Tom Rydquist
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Brio Wooden Train 1: Mark Tomlinson
Meredith Riding Solo: Susan Smith – appears as “tubing”
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Dorkus Maximus: Dan Mills – appears as “scooter”
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man roller skating © andreusK - Fotolia.com
Multi ethnic couple sitting on a jet ski © Nejron Photo – Fotolia.com
ヨガをする女性 © taketomo918 - Fotolia.com – appears as “yoga”
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baseball
basketball
boat (sailing)
bowling
canoe
climbing rock
colouring book
computer
jigsaw puzzle
lego
ride horse, to
ski, to
swim, to
trampoline, to
walk dog, to

Openclipart.org
Bicycle: lescinqailes
Reading man with glasses: nyl
Snowmobile: mystica
Speed boat: mystica
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Skateboard: George Hodan
Lady Kayak: Paul Brennan little paul
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